BEACH TENNIS

The Beach Tennis is a new sport in Cyprus and in Cyprus University. It is played on outdoor courts of Cyprus University Campus for two years, with a large participation of the university community.

- It is a combination of sports elements from: beach volley, badminton and tennis, carrying out an exciting game during the summer months.
- The court has the same dimensions with beach volley 16m x 8m but the net is 1.70m high.
- The rackets are small with no strings and the balls are lighter than in normal Tennis.
- The score in Beach Tennis is measured as the normal Tennis but with the exceptions that there is no advantage, nor the second service and no repeat of the service.
- It is played between two teams (two persons in each team) and the winning team is declared the team that wins two sets.

Due to great interest for participation, it was decided in 2009 to include this sport event, to the Internal Championships with a view to spread throughout the university community.

Beach Tennis Championships held twice a year (Fall and Spring Semester).